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ABSTRACT

1.

Denial of service (DoS) attack on the Internet has become
a pressing problem. In this paper, we describe and evaluate
route-based distributed packet ﬁltering (DPF), a novel approach to distributed DoS (DDoS) attack prevention. We
show that DPF achieves proactiveness and scalability, and
we show that there is an intimate relationship between the
eﬀectiveness of DPF at mitigating DDoS attack and powerlaw network topology.
The salient features of this work are two-fold. First, we
show that DPF is able to proactively ﬁlter out a signiﬁcant
fraction of spoofed packet ﬂows and prevent attack packets
from reaching their targets in the ﬁrst place. The IP ﬂows
that cannot be proactively curtailed are extremely sparse
so that their origin can be localized—i.e., IP traceback—
to within a small, constant number of candidate sites. We
show that the two proactive and reactive performance effects can be achieved by implementing route-based ﬁltering
on less than 20% of Internet autonomous system (AS) sites.
Second, we show that the two complementary performance
measures are dependent on the properties of the underlying
AS graph. In particular, we show that the power-law structure of Internet AS topology leads to connectivity properties
which are crucial in facilitating the observed performance effects.

1.1

INTRODUCTION
Background

Denial of service (DoS) is a pressing problem on the Internet as evidenced by recent attacks on commercial servers
and ISPs and their consequent disruption of services [8].
DoS attacks [4, 11, 17, 28] consume resources associated
with various network elements—e.g., Web servers, routers,
ﬁrewalls, and end hosts—which impedes the eﬃcient functioning and provisioning of services in accordance with their
intended purpose. Their impact is more pronounced than
network congestion due to the concentrated and targeted
nature of resource depletion and clogging, which not only
impacts quality of service (QoS) but can aﬀect the very availability of services. When the attack is distributed—e.g., affected by multiple compromised hosts on the Internet—then
its impact can be proportionally severe.
Susceptibility to DoS is an intrinsic problem of any service
provisioning system where, at a minimum, the occurrence
of a potentially valid event (e.g., service request, TCP SYN
packet) must be processed to ascertain its validity. Even
though the resource expenditure associated with processing
a single event may be negligible, when this is multiplied by
the large factors enabled by the high bandwidth of modern
broadband networks, its impact can be signiﬁcant. As with
prank telephone calls or ringing of door bells in days gone by,
an eﬀective means of preventing DoS attacks from occurring
in the ﬁrst place—also the only fundamental solution given
the intrinsic susceptibility of service provisioning systems to
DoS—lies in identiﬁcation of the attacker which admits assigning commensurate costs (e.g., legal or economical) to the
perpetrating entity. Even if the attack was instituted from
compromised hosts intruded by an attacker, if the physical
source of DoS traﬃc can be identiﬁed, then at the very least
the invaded network element can be isolated or shut down,
and in some instances, the attacker’s identity can be further
traced back by state information remnant on the compromised system.
In this paper we address two complementary problems and
goals: (1) proactive prevention of spoofed IP packets from
reaching their destination, and (2) reactive source identiﬁcation (i.e., IP traceback) of spoofed IP ﬂows. We describe
a novel approach to proactive and reactive distributed DoS
(DDoS) attack prevention—route-based distributed packet
ﬁltering—and evaluate its eﬃcacy in Internet autonomous
system (AS) topologies.
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1.2 Route-based Packet Filtering

route-based DPF depends on topology, ﬁlter placement, and
multi-path routing using both Internet AS [16]2 and artiﬁcially generated topologies [12, 14].
An important feature of route-based DPF is its scalability with respect to distributed DoS attack. In PPM, attack
site localization eﬃciency deteriorates proportionally with
the number of attack hosts [20]. In route-based DPF, the
fraction of AS’s from which spoofed IP ﬂows can reach other
AS’s is a small subset (less than 12%) which makes harnessing attack sites when engaging in DDoS attack more diﬃcult for an attacker. In route-based DPF a single spoofed IP
packet arriving at a target suﬃces to trace back the origin
of the packet, and more importantly, the attacker’s source
AS’s can be localized to within 5 sites (a constant) independent of system size (for the Internet AS graphs tested). In
PPM, sampling constraints allow an attacker to distribute
an attack ﬂow targeted at a common victim among many
attack hosts such that the emanating individual spoofed IP
ﬂows are diﬃcult to traceback due to their thinness.
From an implementation perspective, DPF does not require expending IP header bits to encode link information
as PPM does nor the generation of ICMP messages (as
in a messaging-based version of PPM [2]). On the other
hand, computing appropriate ﬁltering tables alongside existing inter-domain routing protocols (e.g., BGP) is a nontrivial problem due to the destination-based structure of
Internet routing protocols. This paper’s main contribution lies in advancing a scalable architecture for DDoS attack prevention that is eﬀective for Internet AS topology.
The architecture is implementable in IP internetworks if
source-based routing information is made available to the
routers (e.g., the intra-domain link-state routing protocol
RIP uses global topology information). The speciﬁc implementation approaches for inter-domain protocols—in particular, BGP—and their trade-oﬀs are challenging problems
unto their own and outside the scope of this paper.

Route-based distributed packet ﬁltering (DPF) uses routing information to determine if a packet arriving at a router—
e.g., border router at an AS—is valid with respect to its inscribed source/destination addresses, given the reachability
constraints imposed by routing and network topology. A single AS can only exert a limited impact with respect to identifying and discarding forged IP ﬂows. This is similar to the
limitation of ﬁrewalls whose ﬁltering rules reﬂect access constraints local to the network system being guarded. At the
other extreme, if all autonomous systems and their routers
implement route-based packet ﬁltering then no spoofed IP
ﬂows can escape, but its ultimate eﬀect is not much diﬀerent
from that achievable by perfect ingress ﬁltering.
As with routing, route-based packet ﬁltering occurs at
two time scales—packet forwarding/discard based on table
look-up (fast) and ﬁlter table update (slow)—and thus its
forwarding/discard function can be performed close to line
speed subject to generic processing overhead. That is, the
core ﬁltering function itself is not subject to DoS attack1 .

1.3 New Contributions
Route-based DPF’s main strength lies in the fact that
with partial coverage or deployment—about 18% in Internet AS topologies—a synergistic ﬁltering eﬀect is achieved
whose collective ﬁltering action proactively prevents spoofed
IP ﬂows from reaching other autonomous systems in the ﬁrst
place. This is akin to setting up road blocks at certain intersection points in a city to apprehend bank robbers: the bank
robbers are constrained to take the public transportation
system whose routes, in turn, are constrained by the physical street network (topology) and routing policy/algorithm
imposed by the municipal transportation department.
Perfect proactive protection, due to intrinsic connectivity properties of Internet topology, cannot be achieved with
small coverage. However, its eﬀect is strong enough such
that those spoofed IP ﬂows that cannot be prevented from
reaching their targets are suﬃciently sparse and, as a consequence, their origin can be localized to within a small, constant number of sites (less than 5 for Internet AS topologies).
Thus, as with probabilistic packet marking (PPM), eﬀective
IP traceback—strictly speaking, “AS traceback” since the
granularity of our study is AS graphs—is achieved which
serves as a deterrent, in addition to facilitating reactive recovery. Our approach can also be applied to intra-domain
router graphs. In this paper we focus on AS graphs for comparative performance evaluation purposes using Internet AS
topologies.
An interesting aspect of the performance evaluation side of
our work is that eﬀectiveness of both proactive and reactive
ﬁltering depend intimately on the connectivity structure of
the underlying AS graph. In particular, we show that powerlaw Internet AS topology [6] is crucial in facilitating small
coverage with strong proactive and reactive ﬁltering eﬀect.
After deﬁning relevant performance metrics, we show how

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we give a summary of related works. In Section 3, we deﬁne route-based packet ﬁltering, the key ideas,
and performance metrics. We discuss the issues surrounding performance evaluation including benchmarking with Internet AS topology, ﬁlter placement, and multi-path routing. In Section 4, we present performance results based on
benchmark evaluations with both real and artiﬁcial network
topologies. We conclude with a discussion of our results.

2.

RELATED WORK

Several types of DoS attacks have been identiﬁed [8, 17,
28], with the most basic DoS attack demanding more resources than the target system or network can supply. Resources may be network bandwidth, ﬁle system space, processes, or network connections [17]. While host-based DoS
attacks are more easily traced and managed, network-based
DoS attacks which exploit weaknesses of the TCP/IP protocol suite [15], represent a more subtle and diﬃcult threat [17,
23]. Network-based DoS attacks, by default, employ spoofing to forge the source address of DoS packets, and thereby
hide the identity of the physical source [4]. Previous works

1
Route table and ﬁltering table updates are potential targets of DoS attack. The large time scale associated with
route table updates—ﬁlter table updates are triggered by
the same events—and the preventative eﬀect of route-based
DPF with respect to protecting routers from DoS attack
jointly help alleviate the control plane protection problem.
A comprehensive study of this problem is the subject for
future work.

2

We use “Internet AS topology” to refer to NLANR measurement data [16], which represent only a part of the actual
Internet AS graph.
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have focused on detecting DoS attacks and mitigating their
detrimental impact upon the victim [1, 13, 24, 26]. This
approach does not eliminate the problem, nor does it necessarily deter potential attackers.
A number of recent works have studied source identiﬁcation (also called IP traceback [23]) which span a range of
techniques with their individual pros and cons. In link testing, the physical source of an attack is identiﬁed by tracing it
back hop-by-hop through the network [27]. Traceback is typically performed manually and recursively repeated at the
upstream router until the originating host is reached. The
drawbacks of link testing include multiple branch points,
slow traceback during an attack, communication overhead
due to message exchange, and administrative constraints between network operators [27]. The audit trail approach facilitates tracing via traﬃc logs at routers and gateways [22].
This method is conducive to oﬀ-line traceback of DoS attacks. A principal weakness, however, is the high storage
and processing overhead incurred at routers which can exert a signiﬁcant burden. In behavioral monitoring [17], the
likely behavior of an attacker during a DoS attack is monitored to identify the source. For example, an attacker may
perform DNS requests to resolve the name of the target host
which may not be resident in its local name server’s cache.
During a DoS attack, an attacker may try to gauge the impact of the attack using various service requests including
Web and ICMP echo requests. Thus, logging of such events
and activities can reveal information about the attacker’s
source.
In packet-based traceback, packets are marked with the
addresses of intermediate routers, in some sense, an inverse
operation of source routing and similar to the IP Record
Route option [21]. The victim uses information inscribed
in packets to trace the attack back to its source. A related method is generating information packets—separate
from data packets—that convey analogous path information as ICMP traceback messages to the victim [2]. In these
methods, overhead in the form of variable-length marking
ﬁelds that grow with path length, or traﬃc overhead due to
extra messaging packets are incurred. Probabilistic packet
marking [3, 23] has been proposed for achieving the best of
both worlds—space eﬃciency in the form of constant marking ﬁeld and processing eﬃciency in the form of minimal
router support—at the expense of introducing uncertainty
due to probabilistic sampling of a ﬂow’s path. The eﬀectiveness of probabilistic packet marking was analyzed when
considering the intrinsic vulnerability of marking ﬁeld spoofing [20], and shown that the attacker’s location can be localized to within 5 equally likely sites on the Internet under
single-source attack. Improved marking schemes including
authentication were studied in [25]. In spite of its eﬃciency
properties, PPM has several drawbacks: (i) spoofed packets are allowed to exert their debilitating inﬂuence on server
resources before being reactively curtailed; (ii) bits in the
IP header must be expended to inscribe link information;
and (iii) uncertainty of IP traceback ampliﬁes proportionally with the number of hosts partaking in the distributed
DoS attack. We show that route-based distributed packet
ﬁltering, in addition to matching the IP traceback prowess
of PPM, solves its three weaknesses.
Packet ﬁltering is a network mechanism for controlling
what data can ﬂow to and from a network aﬀected routers or
ﬁrewalls [31]. Filtering decisions, typically, are made based

on packet content including source/destination addresses
and port numbers. As a means of preventing network-based
DoS attacks, ingress ﬁltering in border gateways has been
proposed for limiting IP source address spooﬁng [5, 7, 29].
Ingress ﬁltering requires a prolonged period to be broadly
deployed on the Internet, and even then, it is subject to attacks from AS’s that are not compliant (cf. Section 4.5 for
a discussion of its performance eﬀects).

3.

ROUTE-BASED DISTRIBUTED PACKET
FILTERING

3.1

Route-based Detection and Discarding of
Spoofed IP Packets

Consider the undirected graph, interpreted as an AS graph,
shown in Figure 3.1. It depicts the routes from node 2 to all
other nodes (solid arrows). Assume a host belonging to AS
7 is attempting a DoS attack targeted at a server residing in
AS 4 by using a forged source IP address belonging to AS 2.
A border router belonging to AS 6 at the peering point with
AS 7—if cognizant of the route topology—would recognize
that a packet originating from AS 2 destined to AS 4 would
not enter through link (7, 6) implying that its source address must be spoofed. Such packets could be discarded at
AS 6, thus proactively protecting AS 4 from the DoS attack.
Note that in this speciﬁc instance AS 6 only need inspect
the source IP address to determine that no packet from AS
2—irrespective of destination IP address—can arrive on link
(7, 6). This example serves to illustrate the potential opportunities available by exploiting routing information to identify and ﬁlter spoofed packets at forwarding points in the
system.
3
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Routes from node 2
Attack from node 7 with node 2 address

Figure 1: Illustration of route-based packet ﬁltering
executed at node 6. Node 7 uses IP address belonging to node 2 when attacking node 4.
We remark that the above description—from an interdomain IP routing perspective—is imprecise. First, an edge
in the AS graph between a pair of nodes is, in general, a set
of peering point connections, and all corresponding border
routers must carry out the speciﬁed ﬁltering tasks. Second,
two or more IP preﬁxes belonging to the same destination
AS may lead to diﬀerent paths on an AS topology. This is
incorporated in our AS model by allowing multi-path routing. Third, we ignore potentially relevant classiﬁcation of
AS nodes into stub, multi-homed, and transit AS where only
the latter may engage in routing (i.e., in the sense of interdomain packet forwarding). When we speak of an AS node
performing route-based ﬁltering, it must be understood that
the ﬁner resolution picture is more complex, although logical
consistency between the two descriptions is achieved.
Consider the case where the attack host residing in AS 7
uses an IP address belonging to AS 8 when attacking servers
in AS 4. The gateway at AS 6 cannot unambiguously decide
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A semi-maximal ﬁlter is a maximal ﬁlter which uses only
the source IP address of a packet to carry out its ﬁltering
(i.e., a projection of Fe ). In other words, Fˆe (s, t) is a semimaximal ﬁlter with respect to R if

0, if e ∈ R(s, v) for some v ∈ V ;
Fˆe (s, t) =
1, otherwise.

that the IP packet with source address in AS 8 is spoofed
since it may indeed have come from AS 8 (and forwarded
by AS 7). This demonstrates that performing route-based
ﬁltering at a single site can achieve only so much. Routebased distributed packet ﬁltering aims to achieve a synergistic, proactive ﬁltering eﬀect through the collective action
of a small number of AS nodes. The key objectives of DPF
can be summarized as follows: (i) maximize proactive ﬁltering of spoofed IP packets; (ii) for bogus packets that do
get through, minimize the number of sites that could have
sent the packets which facilitates IP traceback; achieve objectives (i) and (ii) while minimizing the number of sites
at which route-based ﬁltering is carried out; (iv) in tandem
with objective (iii), ﬁnd the optimum sites where ﬁltering is
to be performed.

Hence, its ﬁltering capability is, in general, less than that of
its maximal counterpart, i.e., Fˆe (s, t) ≤ Fe (s, t). Although
we lose in potential ﬁltering power—it turns out by not much
as shown in Section 5—a semi-maximal ﬁlter can be represented by a ﬁltering table in linear space which brings it to
the domain of feasibility, if not practicality. As with techniques for speed-up of routing table look-up, further optimizations will be needed to aﬀect practical implementations.
Protocol implementation issues are discussed in Section 6.

3.2 Maximal and Semi-maximal Filters

3.3

Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph representing Internet AS topology. We remark that our framework and
conclusions can be carried over to router topologies within
an AS. Presently little is known about the internal structure
of large, commercial autonomous systems3 , and performance
evaluation needs to await further measurement studies. Let
L(u, v) denote the set of all loop-free paths from u to v where
u, v ∈ V . A routing algorithm and its computed routes lead
to a subset R(u, v) ⊆ L(u, v). An IP packet M (s, t) with
source IP address s and destination IP address t is routed
through the network according to R(s, t). If |R(s, t)| > 1, we
assume a separate network mechanism that resolves selection among multiple paths. Performance results for multipath routing are discussed in Section 5.7.
A ﬁlter Fe : V 2 → {0, 1} is a function deﬁned for link e =
(u, v) ∈ E where this is interpreted to mean that a router
in v acting as a peering point inspects an IP packet M (s, t)
arriving on e, then decides whether to forward the packet
(Fe (s, t) = 0), or ﬁlter—i.e., discard—the packet (Fe (s, t) =
1). We call Fe a route-based packet ﬁlter with respect to R if
Fe (s, t) = 0

3.3.1

Performance Measures for DPF
Filtering Effect: Attacker and Victim Perspectives

A (semi) maximal ﬁlter is distributed if it is executed at
more than one node in V . We will use T to denote a subset T ⊆ V of nodes where ﬁltering is performed. We call
γ = |T |/|V | the coverage ratio. To quantify and measure
the collective ﬁltering eﬀect of route-based DPF—including
IP traceback—we deﬁne a set of performance metrics that
is used in the rest of the paper. There are two key performance metrics—one proactive and the other reactive—that
will be used in the performance evaluations. Their intuitive
meanings are:
• Proactive A scalar with value between 0 and 1, it
denotes the fraction of AS’s from which no spoofed
IP packet can reach its target whereever it may be.
For technical reasons and accuracy, this performance
metric is denoted Φ2 (1).
• Reactive A variable with value between 0 and 1, and
parameterized by τ ≥ 1, it denotes the fraction of AS’s
which upon receiving a spoofed IP packet can localize
its true source to within τ sites. This performance
metric is denoted Ψ1 (τ ).

for e ∈ R(s, t).

With a slight abuse of notation, we use “e ∈ R(s, t)” to
mean that link e is on some path belonging to R(s, t). Thus
a route-based ﬁlter is safe in the sense that it does not discard packets that are potentially consistent with respect to
R as judged locally at link e. A route-based ﬁlter is maximal if it satisﬁes Fe (s, t) = 0 if, and only if, there exists
a path in R(s, t) with e as one of its links. Thus a maximal route-based ﬁlter carries out all the ﬁltering of spoofed
IP traﬃc that is possible without adversely aﬀecting routing of non-spoofed IP packets as determined by R. If a set
of route-based ﬁlters collectively were “perfect” in the sense
that no spoofed datagram is allowed to reach its destination,
then this may be viewed as providing a form of authentication service. Computing a maximal route-based ﬁlter—e.g.,
represented as a table—is straightforward, but it requires
in general O(n2 ) space (n = |V |) which is an overwhelming
burden to place on routers that are expected to perform fast
table look-up.

It turns out that these two performance measures are two
speciﬁc instances of a natural family of performance measures (hence the complicated notation) with the most immediate interpretations and relevance. However, by themselves, they reveal only a partial picture of DPF performance, and the other metrics serve to complement and provide a more accurate evaluation.
First, we deﬁne two families of variables Sa,t and Cs,t
(a, s, t ∈ V ) which are then used to deﬁne high-level performance measures—including Φ2 (1) and Ψ1 (τ )—for quantifying DDoS attack prevention/mitigation performance. Sa,t
denotes the set of nodes—more precisely, the set of IP addresses belonging to an AS node in Sa,t —that an attacker
at AS a can use as spoofed source IP addresses to reach t
without being cut-oﬀ by ﬁlters executed at autonomous systems in T . By deﬁnition, a ∈ Sa,t for all a, t ∈ V . The larger
the set Sa,t , the more options an attacker at a has in terms
of forging the IP source address ﬁeld with a bogus address
which will go undetected and unhindered with respect to R
at ﬁlters in T . Whereas Sa,t is deﬁned from the attacker’s

3
Router topologies may obey power-law connectivity structure similar to AS topologies [6, 18]. There are, however, semantic diﬀerences between AS and router topologies—e.g.,
geographical distance between two nodes in an AS graph
may not be meaningful—which have to be taken into consideration when advancing interpretations.
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severely limiting the latter the closer Φ2 (1) is to 1. Policywise, it is possible for other AS’s to be “on guard” with
respect to traﬃc emanating from AS’s where mounting an
attack is feasible, especially if their number is small. As with
Φ1 (τ ), Φ2 (τ ) does not have directly relevant semantics for
τ ≥ 2. Unlike Φ1 (1), however, Φ2 (1) achieves large values
for Internet AS topologies.
Φ3 (τ ), Θ, and Ψ2 (τ ) are auxiliary metrics capturing proactive ﬁltering with less sharply delineated semantics, which
are deﬁned as Φ3 (τ ) = |{(a, t) : |Sa,t | ≤ τ }|/n(n − 1),
Θ = |{(a, s, t) : s ∈ Sa,t }|/n(n − 1)2 = |{(a, s, t) : a ∈
Cs,t }|/n(n − 1)2 , and Ψ2 (τ ) = |{s : ∀ t ∈ V , |Cs,t | ≤ τ }|/ n.
Φ3 (1) denotes the fraction of all attacker-victim AS pairs
(out of a total of n2 − n) where the attacker cannot reach
the victim with spoofed IP packets. Thus an attacker whose
aim is to wreck general havoc on the Internet via DoS attack
without speciﬁc interest in a particular victim may choose
random attack site-victim pairs to do so. The larger Φ3 (1),
the less impact such random DDoS attacks will have. Θ
captures the reduced attack volume—ratio of unﬁlterable
packets—when, in addition, attacks are mounted using randomly inscribed source IP addresses. Ψ2 (τ ), viewed from the
attacker’s perspective, represents the fraction of all (spoofable) IP addresses whose use would allow the victim to localize the attack site to within τ locations.

perspective, Cs,t captures the victim’s perspective and denotes the set of nodes that could have sent an IP packet
M (s, t) with spoofed source IP address s and destination
address t which did not get ﬁltered on its way. We allow
s ∈ Cs,t for all s, t ∈ V in the deﬁnition. The larger Cs,t ,
the more uncertain the victim at t is upon receiving spoofed
packet M (s, t) with respect to its true origin. If |Cs,t | = 1,
then this means that IP address s cannot be used by any
attacker a ∈ V (outside of s itself) to mount a spoofed DoS
attack aimed at t.
Figure 2 illustrates the impact of route-based distributed
ﬁltering on curtailing the attacker’s ability to engage in
spooﬁng. Without route-based ﬁltering, an attacker residing at AS 1 can disguise himself with undetectable spoofed
IP addresses belonging to AS 0–8, i.e., S1,9 = {0, 1, . . . , 8},
when attacking a server in AS 9. With route-based ﬁltering
at AS 8, the spoofable address range shrinks to {0, 1, . . . , 5}.
With distributed ﬁltering at AS 8 and AS 3, S1,9 = {1, 2}.
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Figure 2: Left: With route-based ﬁltering executed
at node 8, the spoofable address range at attack
site 1 is reduced from S1,9 = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} to
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Right: Distributed ﬁltering with ﬁlter F̂ at AS 3, the spoofable range further reduces
to S1,9 = {1, 2}.

3.3.2

Proactive Filtering Measures

The most immediate, but also practically useless, proactive ﬁltering eﬀect is captured by Φ1 (τ ) which is deﬁned
as
Φ1 (τ )

=

|{t : ∀ s ∈ V , |Cs,t | ≤ τ }|
.
n
For example, Ψ1 (5) represents the fraction of (target) autonomous systems which, when attacked with an arbitrary
spoofed IP packet, can resolve the attack location to within 5
possible attack sites. The parameter τ ≥ 1—meaningful for
values greater than 1—represents the uncertainty associated
with IP traceback localization4 . If Ψ1 (τ ) = 1 for τ a small
constant, then those spoofed IP ﬂows that cannot be prevented from penetrating the “ﬁlter net” spanned by nodes
in T can be eﬀectively localized with respect to their true
attack origin to within τ candidate sites, i.e., we achieve IP
traceback. Ψ3 (τ ) is analogously deﬁned as Φ3 (τ ) with Cs,t
in place of Sa,t , but does not have relevant semantics and is
omitted from further consideration in the paper.

|{t : ∀ a ∈ V , |Sa,t | ≤ τ }|
.
n

Ψ1 (τ ) =

The range of τ is τ ≥ 1. Thus, 0 ≤ Φ1 (1) ≤ 1 denotes the
fraction of AS’s that cannot be reached by spoofed packets
from anywhere. The closer Φ1 (1) is to 1, the fewer the number of AS’s exposed to DoS attack. For τ ≥ 2, Φ1 (τ ) has
a less directly meaningful interpretation. In spite of its appealing semantic relevance, we will show that Φ1 (1) is near
zero for Internet AS topologies when the coverage ratio γ
is not near 1, and thus of little import as a performance
measure.
The more subtle, but practically relevant, proactive performance measure described in Section 3.3.1 has the following rigorous deﬁnition:
Φ2 (τ )

=

Reactive Filtering Measure: IP Traceback

The performance measures deﬁned in the previous section
are proactive in nature in that they capture how eﬀectively
spoofed IP packets are prevented from reaching their destination in the ﬁrst place by ﬁlters in T . Perfect proactivity, as captured by Φ1 (1), however, is inherently diﬃcult
to achieve in Internet topologies due to their connectivity
structure unless the coverage ratio γ is close to 1.
Since not all spoofed IP packets can be eﬀectively ﬁltered,
complementing the proactive performance measures is the
reactive metric Ψ1 (τ ) which captures the IP traceback (or
source identiﬁcation) eﬀect:

|{a : ∀ t ∈ V , |Sa,t | ≤ τ }|
.
n

4.

Thus Φ2 (1) measures the fraction of attack sites from which
sending spoofed IP packets targeted at other AS’s is futile
since they will be ﬁltered by nodes in T . If Φ2 (1) = 0.9,
then an attacker wishing to engage in DDoS attack cannot
make productive use of attack hosts residing in 90% of all
autonomous systems. This imposes an upper bound on the
distributedness of DDoS attack achievable by any attacker,

4.1

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ISSUES
Overall Objectives

Formally a route-based (semi) maximal distributed ﬁlter
F is given by a triple F = G, T, R where G = (V, E) is
4

See [20] for a discussion of IP traceback localization
issues—also called uncertainty factor—under probabilistic
packet marking.
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the AS graph, T ⊆ V the subset of AS’s where route-based
ﬁltering is performed, and R is the routing algorithm. For
two route-based DPF’s F = G, T, R and F  = G, T  , R

| and
with T ⊆ T  , it can be checked that |Sa,t | ≤ |Sa,t

|Cs,t | ≤ |Cs,t | for all a, s, t ∈ V . This, in turn, implies
Φ2 (1) ≤ Φ2 (1) and Ψ1 (τ ) ≤ Ψ1 (τ ) for all τ ≥ 1. Similar monotonicity properties hold for the other performance
metrics. Moreover, Φ2 (1) = Ψ1 (1) = 1 if T  = V (i.e., there
is a trivial lower bound). Evaluating the eﬀectiveness of F
with respect to the proactive and reactive performance measures entails studying its dependence on topology G, the size
of the ﬁlter net T , its structure, and routing R.

about its behavior although, in practice, it oftentimes outperforms the constant-factor approximation scheme. The
heuristic—a greedy algorithm—iteratively grows a VC by
picking a node which covers the most remaining uncovered
edges. The presence of centers in power-law graphs makes
it more conducive for the heuristic to ﬁnd small VCs which
is veriﬁed in our performance results. We use the minimum
VC found by the two algorithms as our T .

4.4

Maximal vs. Semi-maximal Filters

Our performance results are for semi-maximal ﬁlters which
are, in general, less powerful than maximal ﬁlters. In comparative evaluations we show that replacing semi-maximal
with maximal ﬁlters results only in an incremental improvement in proactive and reactive ﬁltering performance. The
marginal performance diﬀerence justiﬁes the use of semimaximal ﬁlters when performing route-based DPF in addition to its consideration of eﬃciency.

4.2 Power-law Network Topology
Empirical evidence shows that Internet AS topology exhibits power-law connectivity [6, 10] which may also hold for
router topologies [18]. Power-law graph structure induces
“centers” where connectivity is concentrated on a few nodes,
with most vertices possessing sparse connectivity (e.g., comprised of AS stubs and non-transit multi-homed AS’s). A
key aspect of our DDoS benchmark evaluation is to ascertain
if, and how, topology aﬀects proactive and reactive ﬁltering
performance. We employ 1997–1999 Internet AS topologies taken from NLANR [16], which have been used in other
studies aimed at understanding the connectivity structure of
Internet topology, especially with respect to its recently discovered power-law property [6]. In addition to measured Internet AS topologies, we use artiﬁcial Internet topology generators [12, 14] and random graphs to perform comparative
benchmarking. An (unintended) side eﬀect of our study is
the reverse evaluation of artiﬁcial topology generators with
respect to capturing relevant graph properties—above-andbeyond power-law relations—in the context of DPF.

4.5

Ingress Filtering

Let us consider the case when the nodes in T perform
ingress ﬁltering only. Then for coverage ratio γ = |T |/n, the
DDoS prevention performance eﬀect as captured by Φ2 (1)
and Ψ1 (τ ) would be: Φ2 (1) = γ, Ψ1 (τ ) = 0 for τ < n − |T |
and Ψ1 (τ ) = 1 for τ ≥ n − |T |. Even when γ = 0.95, for the
1999 Internet AS topology with n = 4872, IP traceback capability as captured by Ψ1 incurs an uncertainty of 243 (the
trivial number of possible attack sites to investigate when
trying to pin down the true attack location). There is little
compelling reason for a group of AS’s in the global Internet to form trusted security partnerships based on mandatory ingress ﬁltering since the collective performance eﬀect
is low. Thus, ingress ﬁltering, unless carried out almost everywhere, is an ineﬀective DDoS prevention strategy. In
contrast, when AS’s in T implement route-based DPF, then
with γ < 0.2, we have Φ2 (1) > 0.88 and Ψ1 (5) = 1 for
1997–1999 Internet AS topologies. We also consider the case
when trusted AS’s belonging to T , for whatever reason, do
not perform ingress ﬁltering. We show that the eﬀect on
proactive/reactive ﬁltering performance is graded.

4.3 Filter Placement
In addition to the inﬂuence of the size of the ﬁlter net T
on DPF performance, for a given coverage ratio γ = |T |/n,
the selection of the nodes in T is a key performance variable. We consider the eﬀect of choosing T randomly—we
sample from V uniformly randomly until a target coverage
size |T | is reached—and by more customized design rules, in
particular, the case where T forms a vertex cover5 . It can be
checked that T being a vertex cover (VC) is neither a suﬃcient nor necessary condition for Φ2 (1) = Ψ1 (τ ) = 1. However, since a VC forms a cover of all edges in the graph—VC
implies that on any path at least every other vertex on the
path belongs to T —it may be expected that the VC property is conducive to enhancing the performance of DPF. In
tandem, the presence of “centers” in power-law graphs leads
one to expect that a small coverage ratio γ may be achievable.
Finding a minimal VC in a graph is an NP-complete problem [9]. We use two approximation algorithms—one with
a constant factor guarantee and the other a heuristic—for
ﬁnding small VCs. The ﬁrst algorithm is a constant-factor
approximation scheme whose output is guaranteed to be at
most twice as large as an optimal VC [19]. There is a randomization component, and the approximation scheme is
run multiple times (in our evaluations 10) with the smallest
VC constituting the ﬁnal output. The second algorithm is
a well-known heuristic, however, little is known rigorously

4.6

Routing

The set of feasible routes is inﬂuenced by topology. In
addition, we study the impact of having multiple paths from
source to destination. Note that R ⊆ R implies Φ2 (1) ≤
Φ2 (1) and Ψ1 (τ ) ≤ Ψ1 (τ ) for all τ ≥ 1. We consider routing
policies that allow R to have up to m separate paths—not
necessarily disjoint—between two nodes. This allows us to
evaluate the inﬂuence that the more paths are permitted
when routing a packet from source to destination, the more
easily a packet can elude route-based ﬁltering when using
spoofed source IP addresses. This is due to the attack site’s
spoofable IP address space Sa,t having expanded. When
multi-path routing is performed between two nodes a and t
with |R(a, t)| = m, we select m shortest paths from L(a, t).
In the case where two or more candidates have the same
path length, we choose the path coming ﬁrst in the canonical
(i.e., lexicographic) order. We give special names to two
extreme forms of R: loose and tight. “R=loose” means that
all possible loop-free paths among two nodes can be used for
routing, i.e., R(a, t) = L(a, t). When R allows only a single
routing path (m = 1), we choose a shortest path between a
and t, and denote this case as “R=tight.”

5
T ⊆ V is a vertex cover of G if every edge in E is incident
on some node in T .
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5. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Figure 4 shows that the limitation to achieving perfect
proactivity does not change when the VC is grown to larger
sizes. Although eventually Φ1 (1) becomes positive when
coverage is above 90%, its value is negligible to warrant the
high cost of almost full coverage. Perfect proactivity as captured by Φ1 (1) is intrinsically diﬃcult to attain, and should
not be construed as a viable performance goal.

5.1 Set-up
We have built a performance evaluation tool called dpf
which implements the benchmarking set-up described in Section 4. dpf consists of three core modules: cover, dpf, and
stats. cover handles the generation of T with various input speciﬁcations including random selection, VC, and rank
ordering. dpf is the main module which computes Sa,t and
Cs,t ; its input speciﬁcation include the ﬁlter type T and
routing algorithm. stats takes the output of dpf and computes the various performance measures including Φ(1) and
Ψ(τ ). We use Inet [12] and Brite [14] to generate artiﬁcial
benchmark graphs which are included in the test suite.

5.2.2

5.2 Proactive Filtering Effect
5.2.1

Proactive Filtering and Distributed DoS

Φ2 (1) measures the fraction of AS’s from which DDoS attacks cannot be launched since all spoofed packets—whoever
their target—will be detected and discarded by the “ﬁlter
net” of participating AS’s. Thus Φ2 (1) puts an upper bound
on the distributedness of DDoS attacks. Figure 5 (left) and
(right) show Φ2 (τ ) as a function of τ for R = loose and
R = tight. As with Φ1 , Φ2 (τ ) for τ ≥ 2 does not have a
concrete, relevant meaning and is shown to depict the general trend.

Limitations to Perfect Proactivity

Φ1 (1) measures the fraction of AS’s which are immune
from DoS attack—i.e., no spoofed IP packet can reach them—
distributed or single-source. Figures 3 (left) and (right)
show Φ1 (τ ) as a function of τ for diﬀerent coverage and routing combinations for 1997 Internet AS topology (|V | = 3015
and |E| = 5230). In Figure 3 (right), Φ1 (τ ) = 0 for τ up
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Figure 5: 1997 Internet AS topology. Left: Φ2 (τ ) as
a function of τ for R = loose. Right: Corresponding
graph for R = tight.
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Figure 6 is the more relevant plot which shows Φ2 (1) for
Internet AS topologies during 1997–1999. Φ2 (1) achieves a
value of about 88% during the three years. This implies
that only 12% of all autonomous systems can be used by
attackers to launch DDoS attacks. Since the number of AS’s
has increased from 3015 in 1997 to 3878 in 1998 to 4872 in
1999 (as measured by NLANR [16]), the absolute number of
possible attack sites has grown commensurately. However,
as a percentage, viable attack sites have remained at 12%.

Figure 3: 1997 Internet AS topology. Left: Φ1 (τ ) for
R = loose. Right: Φ1 (τ ) for R = tight.
to 4. That is, perfect proactivity where there exists at least
one AS that is immune from DoS attack from anywhere is
unachievable at 18.9% coverage ratio under the best of circumstances. The two plots show that, overall, R = tight
gives better performance than R = loose and, other thing
being equal, T being VC—the size of the 1997 Internet AS
vertex cover is 18.9%—is more eﬀective than T being random even with higher coverages Rnd30 (γ = 0.3) and Rnd50
(γ = 0.5). These plots depict a general trend but are not
otherwise very useful since for performance evaluation purposes only Φ1 (1) has direct relevance.
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Figure 6: 1997 Internet AS topology. Φ2 (1) for 1997–
1999 Internet AS topologies.
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Figure 7 (left) shows Φ3 (τ ) as a function of τ with Φ3 (1) =
0.96. That is, only 4% of all source-destination AS pairs
are feasible attack AS-victim AS combinations from the attacker’s perspective, where spoofed packets emitted from
the attack AS can reach the victim AS. For example, an
attacker who tries to enlist attack hosts in a DDoS attack

100

Figure 4: 1997 Internet AS topology. Φ1 (1) as a
function of |T | while maintaining VC property.
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every attack can be localized to within 5 candidate sites—
and the only performance diﬀerence occurs for τ < 5 where
Ψ1 (τ ) < 1. IP traceback is achieved “instantly” (based on
Sa,t and Cs,t ), and thus allows speedy on-line response by
the attacked site with respect to actions against the perpetrating attack site. Compared to probabilistic packet marking, route-based DPF is proactive even with respect to IP
traceback since a single spoofed IP packet suﬃces to reveal
the attacker’s AS location to within a small constant number of locations. In PPM, a suﬃcient number of DoS attack
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Figure 7: 1997 Internet AS topology. Left: Φ3 (τ ).
Right: Θ as a function of |T |.
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by intruding these hosts will waste 96% of its eﬀort if the
source-destination AS’s are chosen randomly. Thus proactive ﬁltering erects barriers in terms of eﬀort and cost to
mounting eﬀective DDoS attacks which, in turn, can act as
a deterrent in addition to its primary curtailing eﬀect.
Figure 7 (right) shows Θ, the coarsest measure, which represents the fraction of source, destination, and spoof address
triples (a, t, s) where a host residing at AS a is able to send
an IP packet to target AS t with spoofed source IP address
s. We observe that for coverage above 20%, the fraction of
forgeable triplets shrinks to near 0. This means that if, in
addition to a and t, the spoof address s is randomly generated, then the spoofed IP packet has almost zero chance
of reaching its target. Collectively, these results show that
the attacker’s eﬀort, resources, and sophistication needed to
launch a successful DDoS attack is signiﬁcant and brought
about by route-based DPF’s proactive ﬁltering eﬀect.
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Figure 10: 1997 Internet AS topology. Left: Comparison of Ψ1 (τ ) for maximal and semi-maximal ﬁlters. Right: Corresponding comparison of Φ2 (1).
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All the results reported in this paper are, by default, based
on semi-maximal ﬁlters. To ascertain the potential performance loss due to not employing maximal ﬁlters, we compare ﬁltering performance with respect to Ψ1 (τ ) and Φ2 (1).
Figure 10 (left) shows Ψ1 (τ ) for 1997 Internet AS topology
as a function of τ when performing route-based DPF with
maximal versus semi-maximal ﬁlters under R = tight and
T being VC. We observe that the performance diﬀerence in
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packets must be received before the attack path can be reconstructed by the probabilistically inscribed link values in
the IP datagram. Figure 9 (right) shows the marginal beneﬁt of increasing the number of nodes in T after achieving
T =VC. We observe that increasing the size of the vertex
cover as represented by the dilation factor c = |T |/|V C| has
only an incremental eﬀect. This shows that much of the IP
traceback eﬀect is attained at the smaller vertex cover size
(18.9%) which facilitates economy of coverage and deployment.
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Figure 9: Left: Ψ1 (τ ) for 1997–1999 Internet AS
topologies. Right: Shape of Ψ1 (τ ) for |T | = c · |V C|
with dilation factor c = 1, . . . , 5.
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As shown in the previous section, eliminating all spoofable IP ﬂows is an unrealistic goal given its inherent diﬃculty with respect to Internet AS connectivity. A diﬀerent
consequence of proactive ﬁltering is the more subtle, complementary eﬀect where spoofed IP ﬂows that cannot be
prevented from penetrating the network system can be localized to within a small number of sites. This is aﬀected
by DPF ﬁltering suﬃciently many ﬂows so that the remaining spoofable IP ﬂows form a sparse subset which, in turn,
facilitates source identiﬁcation (i.e., IP traceback).
Figure 8 shows Ψ1 (τ ) as a function of τ for R = loose,
tight, and T = VC, Rnd30, Rnd50. The general trend shows
that Ψ1 (τ ) undergoes a sharp transition at some τ value, especially for T = VC and R = tight. Figure 9 (left) shows
Ψ1 (τ ) for 1997–1999 Internet AS topologies for 1 ≤ τ ≤ 10.
We observe that across 1997–1999, Ψ1 (5) is preserved—i.e.,
1
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5.3 Reactive Filtering Effect: IP Traceback
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IP traceback capability as captured by Ψ1 (τ ) is marginal.
For example, for τ = 5, there is no performance diﬀerence.
Figure 10 (right) compares Φ2 (1) for maximal and semi-

Figure 8: 1997 Internet AS topology. Left: Ψ1 (τ ) for
R = loose. Right: Ψ1 (τ ) for R = tight.
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6

1

maximal ﬁlters which, in fact, are equal. Thus the small
performance diﬀerence coupled with space eﬃciency warrants the use of semi-maximal ﬁlters when implementing
route-based DPF.
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5.5 Impact of Network Topology
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Figure 11 shows the vertex cover sizes, expressed as a percentage, and Ψ1 (5) values for 1997–1999 Internet AS topologies. We observe that |VC|/n—as well as Ψ1 (5) and Φ2 (1)—
remain invariant over 1997–1999. In the rest of this section
we focus on Ψ1 (τ ) and discuss the results for Φ2 (1) when
their performance is qualitatively diﬀerent. The size of the
vertex cover plays an important role as an intermediate indicator and facilitator of ﬁltering performance. In fact, the
smaller the VC, the better the ﬁltering performance in spite
of the small coverage ratio (γ = |VC|/n), which indicates
that the VC property and its relative size is a useful indicator of connectivity property relevant to DPF performance.
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Figure 12: Left: |VC|/n as a function of p and comparison with Internet AS. Right: Ψ1 (τ ) plot.
the performance values for 1997–1999 Internet AS topologies
(cf. Figure 9 (left)) stayed invariant.

5.5.3

Inet Topology Generator

We use Inet 2.0 [12] a network topology generator, for
generating artiﬁcial topologies closer to the Internet in their
connectivity structure than random graphs6 . Figure 13 (left)
shows the VC sizes of Inet generated graphs and their Internet AS counterparts for 1997–1999. We observe that the
VC sizes of Inet graphs are about 50% larger than the corresponding Internet AS graphs. Figure 13 (right) shows Ψ1 (τ )
as a function of τ for Inet, Internet AS, and random graphs.
We observe, as expected, that ﬁltering performance for Inet
graphs is closer to that of Internet AS than random graphs.
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We generate p-random graphs by connecting two nodes
with link probability p. For a given Internet AS graph, we
generate its corresponding random graph by setting p =
2e
where e = |E|. The speciﬁcation and p values for
n(n−1)
1997–1999 Internet AS topologies are shown in Table 1. The
two families of graphs diﬀer only in their connectivity pattern.
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Figure 11: Vertex cover size |VC|/n and Ψ1 (5), Φ2 (1)
for 1997–1999 Internet AS topologies.
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Figure 13: Left: VC sizes for Inet graphs and corresponding Internet AS graphs. Right: Comparison
of Ψ1 (τ ) of Inet graph with Internet AS and random
graphs.
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Figure 14 (left) shows normalized ﬁltering performance
Ψ1 (τ ) = Ψ1 (τ )/γ for τ = 5, where the relative size of the ﬁlter set is incorporated. Since Ψ1 (1) = 1 if T = V no matter
what the structure of the underlying topology, Ψ1 measures
ﬁltering performance per ﬁlter node (relative to |V |) which
is a more accurate metric for comparative evaluation. Figure 14 (left) shows that there is signiﬁcant diﬀerence in DPF
performance between Inet and Internet AS topologies stemming, in part, from VC size diﬀerence. Inet is a topology
generator whose primary feature is that of emulating powerlaw relations for vertex degrees as observed in [6]. The fact
that the well-known VC graph property exhibits nontrivial

Table 1: Internet topology and corresponding link
probability p.

Figure 12 (left) shows vertex cover size of the generated
random graphs and corresponding Internet AS topologies.
On average, the VC sizes of the random graphs are 2.5 larger
than their Internet AS counterparts. Figure 12 (right) shows
Ψ1 (τ ) as a function of τ for diﬀerent topologies. In spite
of engaging more nodes when performing ﬁltering, performance as captured by Ψ1 (τ ) is signiﬁcantly less than that
of Internet AS topology. Moreover, the performance diﬀerence ampliﬁes as the size of the graph increases. Recall that

6
We also tested with benchmark graphs generated by Inet2.1
with similar results. (It was conveyed to us that Inet2.0 had
a bug when generating large graphs of size 30K.) The Inet2.1
graphs resulted in a marginally smaller VC size—less than
2% diﬀerence—for graph sizes corresponding to 1997–1999
Internet AS topologies.
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Figure 14: Left: Performance diﬀerence between
Inet and Internet AS graphs normalized by VC size:
Ψ1 (5)/(|VC|/n). Right: Corresponding comparison
of normalized Φ̄2 (1) = Φ2 (1)/γ.
gaps between Internet AS and Inet topologies indicates that
more reﬁned structure may need to be incorporated within
the family of power-law graphs to accurately capture the
Internet’s topological properties. Figure 14 (right) shows
normalized IP traceback performance Φ̄2 (1) = Φ2 (1)/γ for
the same benchmark set-up which incorporates the size of
the ﬁlter net in the performance measure.

5.5.4
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Brite [14] is a network topology generator that, in addition to capturing power-law connectivity structure, seeks to
inject spatial proximity in the constructive process. Brite
speciﬁes seven parameters: size of higher plane (HS), size
of lower plane (LS), number of nodes (n), number of edges
added for each new node (m), node placement (NP), preferential connectivity7 (PC), and incremental growth (IG).
When PC=0, a new node is connected to node i with Waxman’s probability density [30] pi = αe−d/(βL) where 0 <
α, β ≤ 1, d is the Euclidean distance between two nodes,
and L is the maximum distance between any two nodes.
When PC=1, a new node connects to node i with probability  di dj where di is the degree of node i and C is the set
j∈C
of candidate neighbour nodes. With PC=2, the probability
of connecting to node i is given by  pi dpi j dj . Thus PC=0
j∈C
considers spatial proximity only, PC=1 focuses on powerlaw structure as captured by node degree distribution, and
PC=2 is a hybrid.
n
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Brite Topology Generator
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respect to Ψ1 (τ ) and Φ2 (1) is closer than that of PC=1 and
2. However, the performance gap from the corresponding Internet AS topology for Φ2 (1) is signiﬁcant, being worse than
that of the Inet generator. For PC=1 and 2, the VC sizes
are very large, and performance for both Ψ1 (τ ) and Φ2 (1)
are signiﬁcantly worse than Internet AS (and Inet). We have
tried the Brite generator with other parameter speciﬁcations
but were unsuccessful in generating topologies that resemble Internet AS, both from the VC size and ﬁltering performance perspectives. We have also tried extending option
PC=2 by using the weighting αpi + (1 − α)  di dj to inj∈C
ject both spatial and degree sensitivity in a more controlled
fashion. As α increases |VC| monotonically decreases, and
for α = 0.13 the VC size can be approximated to that of
Internet AS with Ψ1 (τ ) close to its Internet AS value. However, the corresponding Φ2 (1) performance is signiﬁcantly
smaller (about 20%) when compared to Internet AS.
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Figure 15: Left: Ψ1 (τ ) as a function of τ for PC=0,
1, and 2. Right: Corresponding Φ2 (1) plot.

5.6

Ingress Filtering

Section 4.5 showed that ingress ﬁltering is not a viable
strategy for achieving proactive and reactive ﬁltering performance for DDoS attack prevention. Since AS’s belonging
to T represent “trusted” domains where route-based DPF
is guaranteed to be executed at its border routers, ingress
ﬁltering was assumed to be carried out by AS’s belonging
to T . It is, however, conceivable that AS’s in T implement
route-based DPF but do not assure ingress ﬁltering. That
is, they seek to protect themselves from external DoS attack ﬂows while allowing DoS attacks to occur within their
domain including those targeted at other domains.
Figure 16 shows proactive and reactive ﬁltering performance when AS’s in T perform route-based DPF but do
not perform ingress ﬁltering. Figure 16 (left) shows Ψ1 (τ )

|VC|/n
18.9%
3.6%
42.7%
44.1%

1

Table 2: VC sizes for Brite graphs with PC=0, 1, 2.

0.8

1997
0.6

Ψ1
0.4

Using HS=1000, LS=10, IG=1, and n=3015, test graphs
were generated with the three PC options. The speciﬁcation and results for VC size are shown in Table 2. Figure 15 (Left) and (right) show the performance eﬀects with
respect to Ψ1 (τ ) and Φ2 (1), respectively. When PC=0, we
observe that the graph generated—in addition to not being
power-law—has very small VC (3.6%). Its performance with
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Figure 16: Route-based DPF without ingress ﬁltering. Left: Ψ1 (τ ) as a function of τ for 1997–1999
Internet AS topologies. Right: Corresponding Φ2 (1)
values.

7
The Brite generator [14] had a small bug with respect to
option PC=2 which was ﬁxed.
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for 1997–1999 Internet AS topologies. We observe that there
is a performance penalty such that Ψ1 (5) = 1. On the other
hand, Ψ1 (20) = 1 for all three years. That is, IP traceback
can localize the attack site to within 20 locations. This is
worse than 5—the number achievable with ingress ﬁltering—
however, considering that there were in the range 3000–5000
autonomous systems during 1997–1999, 20 is still a small
constant, and thus a manageable number. Figure 16 (right)
shows the corresponding Φ2 (1) values. Φ2 (1) drops from
around 90% to 70% which is still signiﬁcantly higher than
the 20% proactive eﬀect achievable with ingress ﬁltering
alone. Interestingly, the performance gap of 20% roughly
corresponds to the coverage ratio γ = |T |/n for VC in the
Internet AS topologies.

advertisement of reachability for an IP preﬁx—is propagated
throughout the system. However, as with RIP, source reachability cannot be deduced from information carried by BGP
alone. A diﬀerent example is RPF, a unicast reverse path
forwarding feature implemented by Cisco routers, which can
be used to aﬀect ingress ﬁltering. Due to asymmetry in
inter-domain routing, however, it cannot be used to infer
source reachability.
To correctly compute source reachability for route-based
packet ﬁltering in the context of BGP, at a minimum, an
augmentation to BGP, or introduction of a separate protocol that disseminates source reachability information is required. For example, in the latter, a BGP-like protocol that
propagates “reverse AS-PATH” information communicating
source reachability instead of destination reachability may
facilitate route-based ﬁlter table construction. An element
(AS number) on the “reverse AS-PATH” would mean that
the AS, under BGP, can receive IP packets for the given
source preﬁx targeted at some destination IP address (semantics of semi-maximal ﬁlters).
Several issues arise. First, the increased messaging overhead and its cost must be weighed against the potential
beneﬁt derived through DDoS attack prevention. Second,
synchronization with BGP may cause safety to be violated.
We assume that DPF is safe in that it never discards valid,
i.e., non-spoofed packets, which may fail to hold (at least occasionally) when the source reachability information is not
suﬃciently synchronized—i.e., consistent—with destination
reachability computed by BGP. Third, in inter-domain policy routing, some AS’s may attempt to misrepresent source
reachability information, which can present additional problems. The impact of inaccuracies on route-based DPF—and
whether its eﬀect are “tolerable” with respect to discarding
valid packets (if non-persistent, its eﬀect may be similar to
that of spurious non-congestion packet loss)—are additional
issues that surface in connection with eﬀective implementation.
We do not have an answer to the eﬃcient implementability
question for IP internets, in particular, for BGP, the dominant inter-domain routing protocol. This may, perhaps, be
route-based DPF’s Achilles’ heel. We view the contribution
of this paper to lie in the deﬁnition and evaluation of a scalable DDoS prevention architecture as part of a set of fundamental solutions to the denial-of-service attack problem
(of which there are few). Additional Internet structure is
injected with respect to showing how ﬁltering performance
depends on power-law structure properties of Internet AS
connectivity. The performance results for route-based DPF
are encouraging and suggest that investigation of how to implement route-based DPF so as to minimize overhead and
cost for Internet deployment may be worthwhile.

5.7 Multi-path Routing
If multiple paths are permitted when routing packets from
source to destination, the more easily packets can elude
route-based ﬁltering when using spoofed source IP addresses.
Figure 17 shows the impact of multi-path routing on ﬁltering performance. Figure 17 (left) shows that traceback
capability as captured by Ψ1 (τ ) decreases gradually as the
number of multi-paths allowed is increased. A similar result
holds for Φ2 (1), shown in Figure 17 (right). Collectively,
these performance plots show that presence of multi-paths—
a more common phenomenon in Internet AS topologies than
in router topologies—has a graded eﬀect on the eﬀectiveness
of route-based DPF.
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Figure 17: Eﬀect of multi-path routing for 1997 Internet AS topology. Left: Ψ1 (τ ). Right: Φ2 (1) for R
from tight to loose.

6. DISCUSSION OF IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
The most important implementation concern in the context of IP internetworks is not space requirement—many
issues are shared with routing table look-up—but the computation of semi-maximal ﬁlters at routers belonging to participating AS nodes T ⊆ V . The main diﬃculty arises
from the fact that IP routing follows a destination-based
approach where routing table update exchanges convey information about destination reachability but not necessarily
“source reachability.” In OSPF, an intra-domain link state
routing protocol, global topology information is broadcast
from which source reachability information—as required by
route-based ﬁltering—can be computed. This is not the case
with distance vector routing protocol RIP. For inter-domain
routing protocol BGP, an update message containing ASPATH—a a sequence of AS numbers that identify destination reachability starting with the AS that originated the

7.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a proactive and reactive approach to
DDoS attack prevention based on route-based distributed
packet ﬁltering. We have shown route-based DPF’s eﬃcacy at proactively curtailing spoofed IP ﬂows from reaching their intended targets, including the drastically reduced
Internet AS sites from which such attacks can be launched.
We have shown that perfect proactivity—no spoofed IP ﬂow
can penetrate—is intrinsically diﬃcult to achieve in Internet
AS topologies while maintaining sparse coverage. However,
this is mitigated by the fact that those spoofed IP ﬂows
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that can escape the ﬁlter net can be localized to within 5
candidate sites which facilitates eﬃcient IP traceback. We
have shown that the ﬁltering eﬀect achieved by route-based
DPF is sensitive to the underlying Internet AS connectivity structure. In particular, we have shown that power-law
structure of Internet AS topology plays an important role in
facilitating eﬃcient proactive/reactive ﬁltering. Finding efﬁcient implementations for computing semi-maximal ﬁlters
and evaluating the costs associated with deployment and
router overhead is a task for future work.
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